To whom it may concern,

My name is Von Weeks. I am Unix/Windows Administrator working at NCR
Corporation. The subject of this letter is to give a technical reference of Jason Israel
during the time I have worked with him at NCR. I have worked with Jason for several
years at NCR (over five). During that time I have found him to be extremely bright, easy
to work with, and very technical competent in both Windows and Network
Administration. Jason is a top tier employee, and takes the personal satisfaction of his
customers very seriously. I have worked as a collage of Jason as wall as a customer of
the services he provides. In both cases I have found Jason to be extremely efficient,
helpful, competent, and willing to go the extra mile for me and other.
If you are wondering why Jason is seeking employment it is very simple. NCR has
continued to cut our IT department well past the point of bleeding; Jason was one of the
last five individuals in our IT department to survive the devastating coast cutting efforts
within our IT department in NCR E&M San Diego. Five years ago there were over a
hundred people in that same IT department in various capacities. The only way I am able
to write this letter to you as a NCR employee, is that I moved to an engineering function
and transferred out of ITS myself.
If you are looking for a bright, motivated, dependable and hardworking employee Jason
is your man. I have worked in Leadership roles when I worked in IT. I was in a position
to hire several employees to positions at NCR. If I was in a job role where I was hiring
people, Jason would be the type of employee I would try to hire at NCR. I am no longer
in such a job role! So all I can do is to acknowledge Jason’s skills and contributions to
NCR and write this letter of reference and hoping and praying that some company will
realize what a GREAT employee he would make them and quickly hire him. Don’t let
Jason get away, he will be a great employee for some lucky company.
Sincerely,

Von E. Weeks
Windows/Unix Administrator
NCR - E&M San Diego

